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Abstract- DC power has spread back, especially in residential microgrid PV systems, as a variety of modern electronic
loads became available commercially. The compatibility of household appliances with a DC distribution system with the
best voltage-level is the areas that not yet made a practically extensive appearance, and it is still in the research phase.
This work mainly explores these issues by 1) providing a review on the concerning research efforts, 2) identifying the gaps
in the existing knowledge, and 3) exploiting the recent advances in the commercial household appliances. The paper
discusses the electrical diagrams of household appliances, classifying them, and understanding how each one consumes
the power. The work also extrapolates a new architecture to reduce the losses of the overall system and grow its efficiency
up. These improvements are achieved by proposing a DC-environment with two levels of voltage to cover all the recently
produced appliances. The energy transfer efficiency is the key factor that calculated to evaluate the appliance
performance. The study outcomes can serve as a guide for establishing standardizations for DC microgrid and designing
a more efficient DC power distribution networks with minimal energy converters.
Keywords - Household appliances, DC microgrid, architectures, power supply, smart grid, and standardizations.

I. INTRODUCTION
THE conventional battery-based on-grid or off-grid PV systems are usually based on the AC bus of a power
distribution, where the PV power is regulated to provide the DC link employing an MPPT-based charge controller. The
battery voltage indicates the level of the system DC bus and thereby, the inverter uses this voltage level to generate the
AC bus, which represents the appliances AC distribution. This scheme has many components that expose losses, even
when using high-quality equipment. The efficiency values per each stage were indicated according to the
corresponding researches in the literature [1][2]–[9]. To account for the efficiency uncertainty for the proposed
system components, Table I lists a range of efficiencies of main components addressed in the literature.
TABLE I
RANGE OF THE EFFICIENCIES FOR THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF A GRID-CONNECTED PV MICROGRID SYSTEM.

Description
DC-AC inverter
AC-DC converter
DC-DC converter
Solar-Battery charger

Min 𝜇
0.85
0.9
0.8
0.95

Max 𝜇
0.99
0.95
0.9
0.95

Source
[10] [9]
[11] [12] [9]
[13] [14] [9]
[15] [9]

The efficiency is denoted by (𝜇).

Traditional DC microgrid systems show about 81% efficiency, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Technological difficulties
of existing systems are concerning the use of DC/AC inverters that consequently requires a phase synchronization of
some system elements, especially when combinations of parallel power sources are employed. Also, such AC bus
systems have facing the presence of a reactive power that never exists in systems of pure DC-bus solutions.
Numerous recent studies develop a DC distribution system to overcome the power conversion losses of the
conventional configuration since the local market offers appliances with an electronic power supply that consumes
DC power. This scheme can be configured, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), where the overall efficiency has increased due to
dispensing use of a DC-AC inverter, thereby no AC bus, but with limited appliances and there are still DC-DC
converters in the system.
Regardless of inverters' self-consumption during the standby, the major difference between the two above
architectures is the effective efficiency between DC-AC inverters and DC-DC converters in actual operating
conditions. Furthermore, the average value of using direct solar power or energy storage needs to be taken in to
account for calculating the conversion efficiency between AC and DC systems. The proposed system aims to
overcome 1) the losses problem due to power conversions and, 2) the limitations of using locally available
appliances based on the recent advances in the household appliances towards electronics dependency in powerconsuming. A voltage-matching of a source-load concept is adopted to solve these problems by configuring batteries
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for the DC-bus such that the fully-charged voltage of their series connection (𝑉𝐹𝐶 ) should be equivalent to the PV
voltage at MPP (𝑉𝑚𝑝 ). This system provides a tap voltage less than 𝑉𝐹𝐶 appropriates for the resistive appliances
category, we call this voltage level as (𝑉𝐹𝐶𝑅 ). A detection circuit to extinguish the resistive load category is essential
to select automatically between 𝑉𝐹𝐶 and 𝑉𝐹𝐶𝑅 when resistive appliances being connected. The proposed scheme with
the estimated efficiency is demonstrated in Fig. 1 (c).

Fig. 1. DC microgrid with Storage topologies: (a) ON-grid traditional with DC distribution includes AC bus, (b) solar farm power source and DC
distribution with no inverters, (c) recommended DC distribution system for recent household appliances.

However, the importance of proposed configuration appears because the future residential buildings seem to
remain to depend on the grid as a main power source for the prospective future because the cost of switching to fully
off-grid is currently higher and more complex than a need for the PV alternative supply with energy storage.
Generally, these aspects activate a robust argument to investigate the prospect benefits of directly connecting DC
energy sources with household appliances of a residential building, since this architecture can avoid the conversion
losses of the intermediate DC-AC and AC-DC circuits.
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To analyze power consumption in the microgrid system, modeling with standards describing components are
essential for low voltage DC systems; IEEE Std. 399-1997 [16][17], and IEC 61660 [18], that cover the load flow
and the short circuit computations of DC auxiliary power networks. Loads according to these standards are modeled
as constant resistance (CR), constant current (CC) or constant power (CP) loads, based on load characteristics. The
steady-state characteristic as a general load modeling can be given by [19]:
𝑃(𝑉) = 𝐴𝐶𝑃 + 𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑉 + 𝐴𝐶𝑅 𝑉 2

(4)

where 𝐴𝐶𝑃 denotes CP coefficient, 𝐴𝐶𝐶 denotes CC coefficient, and 𝐴𝐶𝑅 denotes the CR coefficient. The model
described (4) is not appropriate for all categories of the resistive loads, since some resistive loads such as an
incandescent lamp, where its consumption is a function of current.
The work proposes a DC link equivalent to the DC value of the 230 V AC of the utility grid and connects to the
PV source based on a voltage-matching of a source-load concept. This concept is applied by configuring batteries
for a DC-bus such that the fully-charged voltage of their series connection (VFC ) be equivalent to the PV voltage at
MPP (Vmp ). An auxiliary voltage less than VFC sets to appropriate the resistive appliances category, which is
equivalent to the active power of the 230V AC, thus 230V DC, this voltage level called (VFCR ). The work also
includes a classification for the recently produced appliances, and basically, the criteria are relied on: practical
experiences, related publications, and datasheet of appliances. Details of each category will discuss in the later
subsections. A data acquisition card, with a sampling frequency of 11.67 Hz, has been employed for monitoring the
power consumption and capturing the potential surge power that might happen in the starting time from the
refrigerator operation [20], [21].
II. CLASSIFICATION OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
To investigate the compatibility of household appliances with DC sources, this work classifies the appliances into
four categories according to the way that their components consume electrical power. Therefore, the classification is
resistive, electronic, and motor-driven appliances [22][23], as well as universal motor-driven appliances. There is a
mix between these categories, as represented by the hairdryer. The other two categories have a common circuit
called switching mode power supply (SMPS), which initially converts the input power into DC when receiving the
power from a source. These two categories are electronic appliances and motor controller-based appliances.
2.1 Resistive Appliances
According to the above literature, resistive appliances can directly connect with the DC-link through an appropriate
fuse and circuit breaker (CB). A DC value of (220-230)V that equivalent to (220-230)V AC is appropriate for this
category of appliances. A coffee maker, Rice cooker, and Electrical stove are resistive load with a heating coil, they
consume power at a constant rate, but the induction stoves that are using nowadays heat the cookware directly
through electromagnetic induction and require pots and pans with ferromagnetic bottoms [24]. Five types of heaters
have tested, that are curling brush, coffee maker, kettles, stove, and sandwich makers. The measurements of the
steady-state tests show that all the heaters have constant resistance characteristics [25]. Fig. 2 demonstrates the
operations of comparing the AC and DC power source when applying on resistive load and shows their output
power waveforms.
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Fig. 2. AC vs. DC as a power source applied at Electronic load, and output waveform

All resistive loads are possible to function with DC without any amendments, but the problem appears when the
appliance has switches inside, which are not appropriate to interrupt a DC [19][5]. Moreover, incandescent lamps
are affected by overvoltage, which reduces their life. In contrast, lighting compatibility with DC is completely
solved by LED lights that will discuss in the next section within the electronic appliances. Some of the common
resistive appliances (traditional and their corresponding DC ones) are listed in Table II.
TABLE II
COMMON RESISTIVE APPLIANCES (TRADITIONAL AND THEIR CORRESPONDING DC ONES).

1
2
3
4

Traditional appliance
coffee maker
Rice cooker
Electrical stove
incandescent lamps

Alternative towards DC compatibility
Electronic coffee maker
Electronic Rice Cooker
induction stoves
LED lights

References
[26]
[27][28]
[24]
[8]

2.2 Universal Motor-Driven Appliances
The universal motor is included in some household appliances, such as mixers, vacuum cleaners, and some home
electrical tools, such as saws and drills [29][30]. It uses a commutation and performs similar to a series-motor,
consumes the same current regardless of the power source type, the current flows via both the field-excitation
windings, which is the stator, and the armature windings, which is the rotor through its brushes in a one closed path.
The universal motor can be defined as the series wound commutated motor where stator windings are connected in
series to rotor windings, the brush type commutation enables to reverse the motor current direction when it rotates to
create regular torque. The universal motor can operate on both AC or DC supply [31][21] because it consumes the
same power that establishes the magnetic field of the stator, which will flow through the windings of the rotor. It is
usually used in AC household appliances because it offers a certain desirable sort more general to the DC motor.
The universal motor also offers a high starting torque with more compact size than that induction equivalent. They
are usually used in applications requiring high speed, irregular operation, such as; Vacuum Cleaners, Power Tools,
and Food Mixers. Universal motors usually operate between 15000- 20000 RPM, while the AC induction motor
commonly cannot operate over 3500 RPM [32].
A disadvantage of utilizing such a motor is the restricted life of the brush or the commutator. Traditionally,
universal motors presented a reasonably priced way to attain high-speed operation for small appliances, in spite of
these downsides. On the other hand, like variable speed inverter drives (used with induction motors and permanent
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magnet motors) it becomes more readily available in the local market to change to universal motor-based machines
[33]. DC-powered universal motor joined to a constant torque can be shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. DC-powered universal motor joined to a constant torque.

For constant-power motors, the power consumption is fixed, and its bandwidth control faces a Negative
Incremental Resistance. Therefore, voltage-current instantaneous value of the impedance is positive (V/I> 0), while
the relative rate is a negative (dv/di <0) [34]–[38]. To maintain the stability point, the system needs to keep running
on a specific point against any disturbances. The steady-state operation of a system can be obtained when satisfying
the balance between the source and constant-power load voltages.
Appliances' manufacturers are continually developing to integrate more advanced electronics to appliances’
functions that also include their motor drivers. The development in motor-driven appliances pushes toward further
energy-efficient appliances, which starts by replacing AC induction motors by BLDC motors. The future step will
be moving toward a lower level of operation voltage to offer more safety, lower costs, and more precise control for
both consumers and manufacturers.
2.3 SMPS-Based Appliances
One of the recent advances in household appliances is the wide dependence on power electronics for handling the
energy from the source to the consumer components. A switching mode power supply (SMPS) is an electronic
circuit in most appliances to transfer electric energy from a power source to a load [39], [40]. The main functions of
a typical SMPS are; 1) to change the current from the grid AC to DC power, which is required for electronic
circuits; 2) to regulate the main input voltage when varies worldwide between 100 to 240V as the circuit
components normally require stabilized voltage; 3) to provide safe isolation, which is required in most low-voltage
output applications to be isolated from input. In such devices, the switching semiconductor device handling the
power by switching with high frequency the transfer of electric energy via energy storage components, inductors,
and capacitors. By varying the duty cycle and frequency, the device can control the average value of output voltage
or current [41], [42]. The existence of SMPSs in various household appliances compositions is in a continuous
increase. The conceptual circuit diagram of a typical SMPS is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The conceptual circuit diagram of a typical SMPS.

AC power initially passes via a fuse and a line filter before it is rectified via full-wave bridge diodes. Then the
rectified output wave is passed via a power factor correction (PFC) circuit that is a pre-regulator to be applied to the
DC-DC converters. PFC is a passive or active circuit utilized to certify that the line current harmonic content of a
device connected to the AC supply is limited to meet regulatory standards [43]–[46]. To prevent the interference
between devices and limit high-frequency currents getting back into the AC line within acceptable levels, the lowpass EMI filter is used. The DC-DC converters run off the PFC output to generate single, or several DC busses
feeding the load and provide input-output isolation. Several topologies for DC-DC converters, buck converter with
single or multi-level outputs are commonly used in household appliances.
As mentioned in the previous section, the greater influence of energy losses in distribution systems results from
power converter dissipations. For understanding the possibility of saving energy with DC-distribution, the
efficiencies of these converters need to be studied. As per power supply manufacturers, the efficiency of AC-DC
converters grows with power output. Individual AC/DC adapters for household appliances have analyzed by
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and reported that the estimated average efficiency is about 68%,
and 90 % for rectifier circuits only [47]. Exchanging to centralized conversions, such as the proposed DC bus, is an
efficient topology due to eliminate excessive dedicated conversions, make possible potential improvements, and
simplifies the supply system.
2.4 Electronic Appliances
The production of SMPS-based appliances has witnessed a significant increase in the last few years. All these loads
have a common topology through which they consume the input power. According to own experimental tests and
many studies, all these products can be operated on AC and DC power sources [21], [23], [48]–[53]. It is worth
mentioning that the very old electronic appliances use a low-frequency transformer for stepping down the input and
then rectified using bridge-diode that works only within narrow voltage and frequency range with low efficiency. In
contrast, SMPS has a wide range input; it can be supplied with 100–240 V/50–60 Hz, which corresponds 90–265 V
DC. Therefore, the power consumption of electronic appliances does not highly influence by voltage fluctuations
under DC distribution systems. As mentioned earlier, the use of a DC power adds a possibility to remove the input
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rectifier from appliances and adds improvements on system efficiency [52], [54]. As it’s well known, diodes present
conduction and switching power losses (PL ), which is given by:
𝑃𝐿 = 𝐷. 𝑉𝑓 . 𝐼𝑓

(3)

Supposing zero turn-off and turn-on times of the diode, because they are much smaller than the switching period. D
is the duty cycle, Vf is the forward voltage and If is the forward current. Conduction losses occur because of the
built-in potential and non-zero on-state resistance. In (3) the forward voltage keeps account of both of them.
Explicating (3) can be written as:
(4)
𝑃𝐿 = 𝐷 ∗ (𝑉𝑏𝑖 + 𝑅𝑜𝑛 + 𝐼𝑓 ) ∗ 𝐼𝑓 = 𝐷 ∗ 𝐼𝑓 ∗ 𝑉𝑏𝑖 + 𝐷 ∗ 𝑅𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐼𝑓 2
The power losses in the off state are often negligible. Besides avoiding losses, removing the input rectifier gives
another advantage [55].
To verify the ability of DC power to drive electronic appliances within the SMPS-based category, an
experimental test has been conducted on a 19” LCD monitor. Since the electronic appliances are internally DC, their
power supply has a DC-DC converter, which always has a wide range of supply voltage levels. Since energy transfer
efficiency is the key factor that adopted to evaluate the appliance performance, the efficiency, which represents the
ratio between the delivered power of the DC supply and the consumed power by the monitor, was calculated. The
measurement parameters and efficiency results are listed in Table III.
TABLE III
DC VS. AC SUPPLY COMPARISON FOR AN ELECTRONIC APPLIANCE (19” LCD MONITOR) TEST
Supply Type
DC
AC
Power supply voltage (V)
101
12
Power supply current (A)
0.1
2.21
Inverter
No
Yes
Load Voltage (V)
101
240
Load Current (A)
0.1
0.0424
LCD Consumption (W)
10.1
10.18
Efficiency
99 % 10.18/(12*2.21)=38.38%

The experimental test shows the significant difference of efficiencies of the direct source-load over the sourceinverter-load configuration from one side and the successful operation of using DC power instead of AC for an
electronic appliance that commercially available as an AC-powered load.
2.5 Motor Controller Based Appliances
The variable speed controller is used to control the speed of a compressor motor to regulate a setting temperature
continuously. Nowadays, appliance designs are changing to a brushless DC motor (BLDC) since it offers lower
audible noise, high efficiency, a high degree of control, higher power density, and a long lifecycle. BLDC requires
more complex electronic as driving, management, and sensor schemes when compared to a traditional AC induction
motor. BLDC can be more efficient than induction motor with about 10% age point [32]. Several researchers
analyzed the motor-driven load to behave as a constant power load, where a DC-AC inverter is tightly regulated and
used to control the motor speed. These studies show that when the motor rotates, it behaves with torque-speed
characteristics of a linear relationship [56]–[61]. For appliances such as refrigerators and washing machines, the key
feature for energy improvements is to drive and control the mechanical powers [62]–[64].
2.6 Compressor-Based Air-Conditioner
In conventional refrigerator and air-conditioner, the compressor includes an AC induction motor and limited to a
fixed running speed. The rotation of the shaft must be a particular multiple of the input line-frequency, reduces by a
small percent. Running the compressor with a fixed-speed causes strong influences on compressor mechanics, piston
or scroll, and the whole temperature control mechanism. This type of compressor operation is controlled simply via
a thermostatic scheme [64]. Accordingly, it is not possible to run such types of appliances with DC supply.
Fortunately, the recent advances in household appliances have represented through the dependence on electronic
components for handling the source electrical energy to drive their equipment. The outcome of the experimental
inspections for all these commercial appliances has proved that they are also SMPS-based appliances since the
SMPS is the input power stage. Therefore, It is possible to operate such types of appliances by a DC power supply
directly; this voltage is preferred to be with a DC level equivalent to the input AC. Like a refrigerator, the fan of the
indoor evaporator, outdoor condensers, and the compressor for a split air-conditioner, in LG brand as an example,
are with an electronic power driver to control the motors' speeds. They are commercially called inverter technologybased appliances with a variable speed motor-driven compressor.
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The evaporator fan and compressor will increase the speed and, consequently, cooling power when the set point is
lower than the current temperature while running at a low speed otherwise. The saving energy concept in this type
considers the low-speed rotation for the compressor but rise in high rate acceleration to achieve the set temperature.
At this time the compressor slows down the rotation speed but in such manner that this running maintains the gas
pressure for keeping the temperature constant by fluctuating over the setting value with low ripple rate [65], [66], as
shown in Fig. 5. The block diagram of an air-conditioner with a variable-speed compressor/motor is demonstrated in
Fig. 6. The red circles represent the points at which the direct DC power is proposed to connect.
The AC-DC rectifier block creates a high-voltage DC bus, typically 311 V, which powers the inverter circuit, and
includes insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) or power MOSFETs. The driving circuit requires auxiliary
voltage levels: 3.3 or 5 V DC for the microcontroller and 12-15 V for the feedback circuitry and gate drivers that
produced by the SMPS.
The generic schematic diagram of an air-conditioner with a variable-speed
compressor/motor is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Variable speed-based compressor operation as compared with a traditional one.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of an air-conditioner of a variable-speed compressor/motor.
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Fig. 7. A generic schematic diagram of an air-conditioner with a variable-speed compressor/motor.

Unfortunately, when we checked the components, we found that the fan of the outdoor condenser was a singlephase induction motor with a fixed speed, where it is not yet changed to be controlled electronically. Therefore, we
replaced it with a fan of 24V BLDC motor. A DC power with a voltage level ≈310V DC was used to operate the airconditioner, while a 24V SMPS is used to provide the 24V to the fan. The experiments have been conducted on an
air-conditioner of LG brand, 1.0 HP, Btu/h= 8600, 3.9 Amp, 220-240 V, 50 Hz [67]. A wireless ZigBee-based
monitoring circuit with current and voltage sensors were utilized to record the energy measurements at a sampling
frequency reach 123Hz maximum [21].
Like the conventional air-conditioner, the consumption profile of the new inverter-based air-conditioner starts
with the indoor fan and biasing power consumption of electronic elements for several minutes. Then the compressor
smoothly starts run with growing speed according to the difference between the set and the actual temperatures. The
electronic-based control strategy of variable speed variable voltage (VVVF) performs a significant behavior with
lower consumption as compared with the traditional one, which consumes about three times its rated power [65],
[68]–[70].
An energy measurement has been conducted to test the performance of inverter-based air-conditioners under
operating conditions, a normal AC power and the proposed 310V DC supply, as shown in Fig. 8. It is found that this
air-conditioner consumes electricity amounting to 11.466 kWh, including the DC-AC inverter for the (DC sourceinverter-load) configuration (red color) while amounting to 9.850 kWh per day when connected directly to the
proposed DC for the (DC source-load) configuration (blue color).
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Fig. 8: Air-conditioner energy consumption over a day.

From this experiment, It can be concluded that the curves of the power consumption under AC and DC tend to be
converged when the average consumption becomes higher, which occurs at noon period (14:00-19:00). This
converges due to the rise of the inverter's efficiency when the power approaches (70-80)% of its maximum. The
total daily energy is calculated by the integration of the area under the power curve over the daytime employing the
Trapezoidal method. This result indicates a significant difference in energy consumptions between the traditional
and proposed topologies, especially at lower levels of power.
2.7 Motor-Driven Appliances (Washing Machines)
The conventional washing machine generally depends on an AC induction motor to drive mechanical parts, which
allows high torque for washing cycles and high spinning speed. Performing both tasks, washing, and spinning in a
single motor will reduce the system cost and weight. In the recent years, a variable-speed electronic drive is used but
with permanent magnet motors that deliver higher torque as compared to the consumed current, which improves the
system energy efficiency and their linearity advantage of torque-speed characteristic [71]. Different components
have used to implement the controlling of the motor speed electronically, where a microcontroller or digital signal
processing (DSP) with IGBTs is the most commonly used. The common circuit diagram for a variable speed
controller of recently produced motor-driven washing machines can be described in Fig. 9, where the red circle
shows the point at which a DC power possibly be connected.
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the speed-controlled motor-driven appliance (Washing Machine).

III. APPLIANCES COMPARISON RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed configuration (DC source-appliances) and show its effectiveness over traditional
one (DC source-inverter-appliances), experimental energy measurements have been conducted for the most common
appliances and the quantitative comparison are listed in Table IVError! Reference source not found.. Based on the
savings that were harvested when switching to the proposed topology, the results verify the hypothesis of the work
that is based on the voltage-matching concept in a DC system.
TABLE IV
ENERGY EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS FOR COMMON WHEN SWITCHING TO THE PROPOSED SYSTEM.

Appliance
Light bulb
Oven
Rice cooker
Kettle
Washing machine
Vacuum cleaner
Iron
Refrigerator
Split unit air conditioner
Laptop
CPU, LCD monitor, Printer
19”, LCD television
Electric stove plate
Juicer mixer grinder
Total Daily Savings (Wh)

P
(W)
60
800
500
700
500
300
900
125
800
50
230
90
850
230

h/day
12
1.5
0.75
0.5
0.95
2
0.3
13
12
7
5
5
1
0.1

AC
(Wh)
797
1676
412
387
523
656
308
1804
11466
398
1320
508
943
31.4

NDC
(Wh)
728
1380
387
364
489
634
287
1661
9975
382
1198
465
869
25.3

PDC
(Wh)
722
1208
375
354
475
613
276
1629
9850
353
1156
454
853
23.7

SwAC
(Wh)
75
468
37
33
48
43
32
175
1425
45
164
54
90
7.7
2696.7

SwNDC
(Wh)
6
172
12
10
14
21
11
32
154
29
42
11
16
1.6
531.6

P is the power, h/day is the On-time hours/day, AC (Wh) is the AC-bus Daily energy (Wh), NDC(Wh) is the New DC-bus Daily energy (Wh),
PDC(Wh) is the Proposed DC-bus matching Daily energy (Wh), SwAC is the Saving w.r.t AC-bus, SwNDC is the Saving w.r.t New DC-bus, and
(w.r.t) denotes the (with respect to).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
After discussing electrical diagrams of household appliances, classifying them, the recent advances in each category,
and understanding how each one consumes the power, a new architecture has been introduced to reduce the losses of
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the overall system and grow its efficiency up. These improvements are achieved by considering the DC-environment
of a single battery bank with two levels of voltages for all the locally available appliances.
1.1. Conclusions
1) This effort offered an extensive survey about the works carried out on the recent advances in household
appliances and their compatibility with DC microgrids and DC power systems. This can provide a clear view to
know where we are standing and how to benefit from the provided guidelines to continue toward more
efficiency, eco-friendly, smarter, and economical energy systems relying on the DC system.
2) Fortunately, the recent advances in household appliances have represented through the dependence on
electronic components for handling the source electrical energy to drive their equipment. Therefore, these
revolutions enable them to be operated under the DC environment with appropriate voltage levels.
3) From conducted experiments and Table IV outcomes, it is found that the efficiency and reliability of a power
distribution system can be better performed when decreasing the number of power conversion devices starting
from the flow of power from sources (utility grid, solar PV, wind turbine, or on-site power generator) to
consume by loads (household appliances).
4) According to the differences between DC and AC power distributions and the evaluation of efficiency and
reliability presented in this work, it is found that a DC-based architecture has more efficiency improvements
than that of an AC system, which agrees with the results that have been stated in the literature review.
According to this overview, the feasibility of using DC bus systems became explicit, particularly in the
technology existence of advanced power electronics. Modeling, Voltage level selection, isolation, and
grounding of DC distribution systems are highly investigated.
1.2. Future Directions
 A detection circuit to extinguish the resistive load category is essential to select automatically between VFC and
VFCR when resistive appliances being connected.
 The proposed architecture promises more energy-efficient for Solar PV microgrid systems in residential and
commercial buildings since it eliminates DC-AC inverter and reduces the number of conversion devices.
However, it still requires a comprehensive analysis to investigate its impacts and practical aspects. The topology
and architecture of a single DC bus system may need to match special requirements of particular loads like the
pulse loads as future work.
 It is expected that more and more improvements in such systems efficiency achieved by considering a proposed
concept called Voltage-Matching between the source (represented by the solar PV or grid) and the load
(represented by the system battery) to eliminate the DC-DC converter from the existing solar charge controller.
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